
 

 

AZ Audit – Five Important Facts 

Christine Bauserman, July 16, 2021 

 

Stop. Do not ‘Run to the Sound of the Headlines’.  Dig in and get ready for the final AZ Audit report to be 

presented to the Judicial Committee within the month. Wait for the results.  

Did you hear a portable hard drive was not delivered and 3981 illegal votes were cast?  

This last Thursday, July 15th Senate President Karen Fann and Senate Judiciary Committee Chair Warren 

Petersen called the AZ Audit leaders, Liaison Ken Bennett, Cyber Ninjas CEO Doug Logan, and CyFIR 

founder Ben Cotton for an update on what has been completed and what if anything is needed to finish 

the audit.  Within minutes of the release of the Notice of Hearing the ‘Audit Headline’ seekers and 

grifters looked into the crystal ball and morphed into Flying Monkeys (sorry but it fits so very well).  

The team did a fabulous job. I have always been a big fan of Warren Petersen and with Pres. Fann and 

the leaders they made me proud due to the dignity and professionalism they gave the process.  No wild 

accusations were thrown and all information given was quantified and qualified.  So many really do care 

and the hearing was respectful to them and the volunteers.  

Results of Hearing 

In an interview after the hearing Fann said the original subpoena needs to be complete and she 

supposes they may have to go to court to get the job done.  Fann has not given ANY indication the scope 

of work will be expanded.  

The Five Important Facts   

1. 3981 illegal votes were cast in Maricopa County by voters who registered after the Oct 15th 

voter registration deadline.   

2. Thousands of duplicated ballots were missing serial numbers corresponding to the original 

ballot. If this cannot be rectified these will all be invalid votes cast.  

3. The images of the envelopes cannot be found.  

4. One of the orange portable drives, that were taken offsite nightly, was not delivered. Two were.  

5. Machine stuff was not delivered like router configuration files and data, Splunx logs, and tokens 

(and if I messed some of this wording up, please forgive).  



Logan was clear in his initial opening statement and before every statement he made – he was simply 

asking for more information.  He never claimed a final ‘result’. Logan statements include: “That could be 

something where documentation wasn’t done right … There’s a clerical issue … There’s not proper 

things there … “His spokesman later stated “Mr. Logan never said this was fraud or criminal, he merely 

stated the facts as they were provided to him and did not have an explanation.”  

I heard him and was impressed.  Can we say Logan doesn’t know AZ Election Law? Yes.     

But did you hear a portable hard drive was not delivered and 3981 illegal ballots / votes were cast?  

Logan requested information on 74k early ballots in and no envelopes out, 11,326 appearing on the 

voter rolls in a weird timeframe, and 18k removed after election.  In real time @maricopagov tweeted 

the answers.  

Within minutes the right FAKE news ‘Audit Headlines’ exploded into 100’s of thousands of illegal votes 

and decertify results and throw people in jail and call back electors (are they still in D.C.?) and pings and 

dings as inboxes filled with ‘send more money’ requests and the trampling sound you heard was not a 

monsoon storm but of Legislators running to the cameras ….  

Tomorrow I will explain in nauseum detail what took until today to explain – the answers Logan 

requested to the numbers based on Voter Registration roles and AZ Election Law procedures.  

Dig in.  Don’t chase bones.  It is going to be a long month.  

 


